
CHRISTIANS, MUSLIMS and THE LAW: responding to the Siddiqui report 

DISCUSSION GROUP 4:  

Is White Saviour Complex relevant? 

 
White Saviour Complex challenges assumptions that specific needs arising in complex 
situations of injustice can be met by people in positions of privilege identifying the 
“problem” and “fixing it” through well-meaning but simplistic activism. It provokes questions 
about whether the victimised are being empowered and enabled to themselves influence 
for change, and whether wider unjust systems housing such issues benefit the relatively 
privileged and are ignored.    
 
The concept has gained increasing traction and has been used as a lens through which to 
think about a range of different kinds of activism. It was suggested that it may be helpful 
to look through this lens to assess whether, as Christians, we inadvertently are: 

• Approaching situations in ways that focus on needs while ignoring systematic 
injustices that give rise to them 

• Failing to recognise societal power structures that privilege us, despite being 
outsiders in a situation, where the complexity and nuanced voices of the insiders 
are not being listened 

 
The group spent time grappling with the concept to understand the context in which it had 
arisen. A challenge is how to respond to a God-given awareness of injustice that demands 
each of us serve justice as much as he/she can. We thought about whether, as Christians, 
we may be inadvertently failing to recognise societal power structures that privilege us, 
where there may be systematic injustices and where the complexity and nuanced voices 
of others are not being listened to. Alternatively, considering this topic may enable us to 
identify that, if such criticism were to be levelled, we could answer it robustly.   
 
We discussed whether or not it may be helpful to look through this lens, bearing in mind 
the presentations on shariah councils as a practical example, but not limiting the 
discussion to this specific topic. Conversation flowed around individual group members’ 
personal relationships and interactions with Muslims, the different initiatives that had been 
presented at the workshop, and the wider ‘public space’, in which this debate may play 
out.  
 
We considered that, up and down the country, Christians are actively getting to know 
Muslims, as individuals and in faith communities. This includes a number of initiatives 
providing support to Muslims in disadvantaged situations, but more could be done to 
enable us to be aware of and listening to issues arising for Muslims. We concluded that 
we may also be able to identify Christians’ discourses in the public space where we could 
take steps to enable and support a wider range of Muslim voices to be heard, reflecting 
the diversity of Muslim views on opportunities and challenges in public life in the UK 
alongside those of Christians. 
 
 
 
 
 


